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ABSTRACT wheeled vehicles on hard surfaces. A typical car may re-

quire on the order of 10-20 degrees of freedom to model
Finite element methods (FEM) employing the arbitrary its steering and suspension systems. The integration of
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation may be used tile equations of motion require a few thousand calcula-
to model soil in contact with the wheels or the tracks tions per time step which can easily be accomplished in

of vehicles in off-road mobility simulations. Coupling real time on todays high performance rise worstations
ALE finite element methods with recursive multi-L'ody that run perform at 5-10 MFLOPS (Millions of floating
dynamics may allow real-time simulation of vehicles point operations per second). These methods are being
off-road provided sufficient computational resources are extended to do modeling of tracked vehicles systems as
_wailable. The requirements of these approach will be weil. These systems are more complex, but it is ex-
discussed with emphasis on parallel implementation, pected that they also can be simulated in real-time. A
Estimates of expected performance are calculated based tracked vehicle may require a few hundred degrees of
on the current trend in the development of advanced freedom and several tens of thousands of calculations

computer architectures. Factors important in estimat- per time step.
ing the feasibility of using finite element methodology
in real time will be considered. Among these factors are Full track simulations running on a single processor
the element size, tile number of elements and the rate CRAY class computers that perform at 200-300 _I-

of computation, as well as the physical requirements of FLOPS may be able to simulate a few revolution
the simulations, per hour with comlnercial software[6], e.g., DADS or

ADAMS. The recursive dynamic formulation should re-

.INTRODUCTION. duce this time by all order of magnitude. Systems
that offer performance in the GFI,OPS (I Billion float-

The mobility of commercial and military vehicle used ing point operations per second) are just coming onto
irl off-road applications is difficult to assess. These re- the market place and these machines at,' soon to be
hicles are often subject costly breakdowns due to exces- outclassed by new massively parallel comp,lter systems
sire loading and stresses which are caused by tile soil promise to achieve sustained TFLOPS (1 trillion float-
response, traction or lack of traction and unusual ma- ing point operations per second) performance within
neuvers over rough terrain. Enhanced computer simu- the next few years. Real-time simulation of full track
lations of these vehicles that include these effects will will be achieved. The real challenge is to perform real-
enable more accurrate prediction of vehicular response time simulation of a tracked vehicles off-road.
and resulting loads.

Recent developments in recursive dynamic formulations TRACKED VEttICI,E MODEL
for flexible multibody dynamics systems [3, 4] make it
possible to do real-time man-in-the-loop simulation of Tracked vehicles will use one and in some instance two

pairs of independent tracks for locomotion. Each of the
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load wheels. The load wheels irl farm vehicles are usual- interactions are highly localized and the region of po-
,_ ly fixed, but in high speed vehicles such as snowmobiles tential contact is two-dimensional.

and tanks they are snspended. A vehicle is modeled us-
ing a 3-D rigid body representation of parts which are PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

connect by various types of joint.s, spring and dashpots. The estimates of performance for three dimensional cal-
Hard surfaces are easily modeled as either rigid barri- culations are based upon the use of an eight node hexag-
ers or walls of one-dimensional elastic springs when the onal element with hourglass control whi,ch is used in
individual tracks are in contact, the DYNA3D computer program [1]. This element uses

TERRAIN-SOIL INTERACTION _IODEL a minimum amount of computations per element that,
range from 428-1328 depending upon the stabiliation

Modeling tracked vehicles off-road requires the slm- technique. The ALE finite element method adds addi-
ulation of variations in terrain, complicated surface tional over head through the calculation of additional
interactions, and the nonlinear response soil during forces, an advection step and mesh smoothing. The e-
soil/track interactions. Realistic simulation of terrain valuation of material models may add anywhere from

will require the use of actual field data with variations a 100 to 1000 calculations per element per time step
in elevations, soil, moisture content, presence of foliage, depending on complexity.
weather and surface conditions.

To model a slab of soil interacting with a single track
Finite element rnethods have been used with success consider the computatioll a 1_'_Ix ,t,'d x 1,_,I block of

to model soil/track interactions in small scale simula- hexagonal finite elements. By sudividing the block into
tions [2]. These methods are attractive for several rea- N: elements we may determine the level of computa-
sons: The finite element geometry can be readily' adapt- tional complexity that can achieved on various comput-
ed to terrain features such as soil depth profiles and er architectues. Assuming that the work of computing
ground elevations. Permits flexible geometric models each element can be distributed without overhead 'e
to simulate terrain features. Elements can be formulat- can compare the impact of increasing the nunlber of

ed to incorporate a variety' of material models, includ- processors, Np. Explicit calculat, ions are lilnited by the
ing large deformation effects to accurately model the Courant limit, CL < l/C, where l is the characteristic
soil. Finite elements have a modular structure that can length of a single element and C' is the sound speed in

be optimized to take advantage, of vector and parallel the soil. The time required to compute a single time
computer hardware, step without communication overhead is given by

The use of arbitrary I,agrangian-Eulerian (ALE) ft- 6/= N,I/(CNp) (1)

nite element methods [,5] is especially attractive for the Dividing the 6t into the number of calculations will they
soil interaction model. In the ALF-FEM computation give the performance per processor required to run the
mesh can be moved with a prescribe,_ motion. Material elements in real-time:
flows freely from element to element and into and out

of the mesh a.s the elements move. A localized ALE P, = N¢/6t (2)
finite element, mesh can be made to follow a track or

wheel on a moving vehicle. As a result, only the region Since we are just interested in order of magnitude re-
, near contact with a wheel or track needs to be modeled, s,.'lts, we will use 1328 computations per element to

Finally, wave absorbing boundary elements [7] may be estimate the computations times. For a soft, soils the

used to reduce the size of the computational mesh. speed may be ,as low _s (C' = 1500,_l/s). The Tablel
The finite element model of the continuum permit.s giw_.s performance requirements necessary to compute
modeling of a wide variety material models. This would the finite elements in real-time with meshes consisting
include elastic plastic materials, critical state models, of ,t,000, 32,000, and 256,000 elements on 1, 16, 528,
and models base on indochrocic theory, and 102,1 processor. These calculations are b,'kqeon the

Depending on conditions surface interactions may be- assumption that a single processor ca.l achieve a sus-
have in several ways. Eor dry compacted soils and rock,,' tained performance, of hl FLOPS.

terrain these interactions may be treated as a dry" s- CONCLUSIONS
lip/noslip frictional contact surface. In lose sandy soil
or saturated clays the interaction may need to be treat- These results are interesting because they point out the
ed as lubricated surfaces. Although complicated these limitations quite clearly. Real-time simulations using



t'. [6] Murray, NI. and T. R. Canfieht 1992, "Model-

$ Table 1: Calculate the per cpu performance re- ing a Flexible-Link Power Transmission System,"
quirements in GFLOPS for real time calculation 6rh International Power Transmission and Gearing
assuming 1328 operations per element. Conference, Phoenix, AZ, ASME, New York, NY,

13-16,(Sept.).
# Elemenla I I cPU ..... 16 cPui .... 5:28 CPUa 1024 CPUa

(.M) ...... [7] Lysmer, J., and R. L. Kuhlemyer 1969, "Finite
_,000 o.1 _0'" s 0.f_ 00_ Dynamic Model for Infinite Media," Journal oflOx4OxlO

the Engineering Mechanics Division, Proceedings
32,000 0.05 1,274 80 2.41 1.25

10_0_,o of the ASCE 5:EM4,859-855.

256,000 0.025 20,398 1,275 38.63 19.92
10x40x10

finite element methods even at 0.i M resolution may
not be feasiblein the next few years. Additional over-
head associated with communications between proces-
sors and additional calculations required of the AI, E-
FEM may prevent attempts on even the fastest running
computer systems. Implicit time integration techniques
are stable at larger timesteps but at the cost of solving
large systems of algebraic equations.
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